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Message from the CEO

Greetings to All,

In this newsletter we'll review yield curves, spot prices and futures
prices available on your Telemet Orion.  So do read up on them. 

Telemet's links to portfolio accounting systems means that these spot
prices and quotes can be uploaded to these platforms.   

I want to thank you for your business and wish all of you a safe and
comfortable 2H of 2022.

Regards,  

Fred Parsons, CEO
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Yield Curves on Telemet

With lots of talk about recession and the Fed moves, you will be interested in
looking at yield curves and spreads on your Telemet.  You will see the
traditional yield curves, yield histories and a variety of spread histories. 

To access this page, select the "Display" menu item, then select "Fixed
Income", then select "Yield Curves".   



Spot Rates on Telemet

Several of our clients have asked about access to "Spot Rates" on currencies
and other commodities.   These may be viewed on Telemet or downloaded to
your portfolio accounting system using the appropriate ticker symbols    The
page shown above illustrates many of the currency spots rates on Telemet.  A
spot Bitcoin index may be of interest too, its symbol is BLX-I. 

As a reminder, you can look-up spots on a snap quote and if you use the
wildcard symbol "*" you can look them up    Use "*spot " in the snap quote
look-up window. 



Futures Prices on Telemet

You and your clients will be interested in futures prices including foods such as
wheat, corn and energy prices such as natural gas and oil. Telemet offers real-
time prices, bids and offers, trade volume and open interest on all US futures
exchanges.  In addition, a suite of delayed prices is also available as an
option.  So why not take a look at these? 
 

 Important Links

Telemet Orion Latest Version v8.2.06.8 dated 10/4/21 - Select
Telemet Orion software
Televista for Advent Axys v 2.5.40 dated 9/4/20 select compatible
software
Televista for Advent APX v1.5.31 dated 9/4/20 Select compatible
software
Telemet QuoteService Standard Version v1.0.3.0  - Select
compatible software
TeleFlash Proprietary Data Publisher v1.3.3.8  - Select compatible
software
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